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What White Boyz DesireParker Publishing, 2011

	What White Boyz Desire Purr-fect Kitty by Kelley Nyrae With the help of a match-making cat, writer, Jasmine Briers learns that just as you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover, she shouldn’t judge a man by what she witnesses peeking through her window. And she just might find her puuurfect match. Invisible Love By Alexis Ke Alana...
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Last Chance Texaco: Chronicles of an American TroubadourGrove Press, 2021

	Have you met Ms. Jones?
	
		One weekend night on primetime television, a then-unknown singer and vital part of the burgeoning Los Angeles jazz pop scene skyrocketed to fame overnight after a now iconic performance on Saturday Night Live. The year was 1979, the song “Chuck E’s in Love,” and the singer, donning her...
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Fixing Access Annoyances : How to Fix the Most Annoying Things About Your Favorite DatabaseO'Reilly, 2006
When an application is part of the Microsoft Office suite, it's sure to be a leader in its field. In the realm of desktop database management, Access is top dog with millions of users. But this is one dog that can bite. Although Access is a powerful, relational tool with the fetching talents of a Labrador, it's not an easy beast...
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Game Theory at Work: How to Use Game Theory to Outthink and Outmaneuver Your CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Game theory—the study of how competitors act, react, and interact in the  strategic pursuit of their own self-interest—has become an essential competitive  tool in today’s business arena. Game Theory at Work provides examples of  how businesspeople can use this time-proven approach to successfully meet  competitive...
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Elixir CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the full power of programming in Elixir with over 60 incredibly effective recipes


	About This Book

	
		Use Elixir to solve common problems associated with scalability, concurrency, fault tolerance, and high availability
	
		From command line to external API interaction, experience the joy...
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Eurydice and the Birth of Macedonian Power (Women in Antiquity)Oxford University Press, 2019

	Eurydice (c.410-340s BCE) played a significant part in the public life of ancient Macedonia, the first royal Macedonian woman known to have done so, though hardly the last. She was the wife of Amyntas III, the mother of Philip II (and two other short-lived kings of Macedonia), and grandmother of Alexander the Great. Her career marks a...
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The .NET Developer's Guide to Windows Security (Microsoft Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
  			  				The .NET Developer's Guide to Windows Security  			 is required reading for .NET programmers who want to develop secure Windows applications. Readers gain a deep understanding of Windows security and the know-how to program secure systems that run on...
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University Startups and Spin-Offs: Guide for Entrepreneurs in AcademiaApress, 2014

	University Startups and Spin-Offs teaches university students, researchers, and educators the most effective strategies and tactics for launching their own startups from academic platforms with the backing of school programs, public grants, incubators, seed accelerators, and private partnerships in all parts of the world.

...
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Hardware Verification with C++: A Practitioners HandbookSpringer, 2006

	
		There are several books about hardware verification, so what makes
	
		this handbook different? Put simply, this handbook is meant to be useful
	
		in your day-to-day work. The authors are like you, cube dwellers, with
	
		battle scars from developing chips. We must cope with impossible schedules,
	
		a shortage of people to do...
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A Theory of the DroneNew Press, 2015

	Drone warfare has raised profound ethical and constitutional questions both in the halls of Congress and among the U.S. public. Not since debates over nuclear warfare has American military strategy been the subject of discussion in living rooms, classrooms, and houses of worship. Yet as this groundbreaking new work shows, the full...
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CMMI Distilled: A Practical Introduction to Integrated Process Improvement, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Capability Maturity Model IntegrationSM (CMMI) has rapidly become a preferred means of improving organizational processes in industry and government. Building on a decade of work with process improvement models, including the Capability Maturity Model® (CMM®) for Software and the Systems Engineering Capability Model, a team of over two...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 in 24 Hours Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be creating your own Windows applications using the power and functionality of Visual C# .NET. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Visual C# .NET from the ground up.
As an added bonus, the book includes a...
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